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Original motivation

Strange metals

High-Tc superconductivity

[a posteriori, 

probably not the biggest success … ]



Condensed matter systems



This was holography in 5th grade

(~ 2008) 



Translational invariance

is broken
❖ Spontaneously

❖ Explicitly

❖ Pseudo

Spontaneously



➢ How did “we” make holography compatible with broken translations ?

➢ What did “we” learn ?

➢ Where did “we” fail ?

➢ What’s next ? 



STEP 1: relaxing momentum and get finite conductivity

This is what Holography could do in 5th grade

What is the problem ?

The DC conductivity is infinite

The system is translational invariant

Not so useful for real cond-mat systems



Solution #1

Drude physics

from Holography

Only 1 issue:



Solution #2 : the first holographic revolution

Momentum relaxation Massive graviton

dRGT massive gravity:

Breaking the (spatial components) of

the stress-energy tensor conservation

Lorentz violating massive gravity in AdS



Solution #2 : a more convenient way, the axion model

Birth of the

“homogeneous”

models

Analytic DC conductivities

Advantages:

• Simple & analytic

• Doing the job

• Drude Physics (and more)

Disadvantages:

• What is this?

• No “real” lattice

• What is missing?



Clarifying an important point

Lorentz 

Violating dRGT

massive gravity

Linear axion

theory

Most general Lorentz violating massive gravity

theory in Stueckelberg formalism

“generalized axion theory”

Retaining isotropy there is nothing more general

you can do!

Well know fact in cosmology/gravity community



Solution #2 : more options, “same” physics

Helical lattices

[Donos, Hartnoll 2012]

Q-lattices

[Donos, Gauntlett 2013]

“solidons”

Higher forms

[Grozdanov, 

Poovuttikul, 2018]

Same IR physics

[these two models on the bottom only for spontaneous breaking]

Equivalent 

effective

descriptions



From solution #1 to solution #2

Drude rate:

[In the hydro limit, inhomogeneities are irrelevant! So why bother? ☺]



Still something missing

Phonons

Elasticity

Other spontaneous orders

Charge density waves

Spontaneous breaking of translational symmetry

(= these materials are solid)



Solution #1: holographic stripes

- Finite wave-vector instabilities

- Spontaneous formation 

of modulated structures

- “holographic charge density waves”

Lot of follow-up works:

- Different models

- More dimensions



Solution #2: homogeneous models

[same logic as before, periodic lattice structure does not (always) matter]

Habemus phonons !!

[more models and 

works after this]

(many names = no names)



Lesson #1: hydrodynamics, we have a problem

Reference for

holographists

What holography tells me

What the hydro of the Ref. above tells me

The hydrodynamic description is (wrong) incomplete



Holography driven EFT developments

Complete and correct hydrodynamic description matching with holographic models

(Not the first nor the last

time that holography 

corrects or helps the

EFT/hydro side)

Holography

=

EFT 2.0



Ops, one more missing thing

Translational symmetry 

is not exact !

The sliding mode is not 

really a Goldstone mode

Pseudo-spontaneous

Breaking

(e.g. Pions)

Typical example: 

pinned charge density waves

Impurities and disorder pin the would-be Goldstone mode

(more general: phason mode in incommensurate structures and aperiodic systems)

Non-zero energy at

zero wave-vector

(“mass”)



How we did it (without realizing it)

A pseudo-Goldstone mode appears

At that time, we did not understand it …

Things changed around 2017…



General low-energy description

(1) Momentum relaxation rate

(2) Pinning frequency (or wave-vector)

(3) Goldstone (or “phase”) relaxation

(1) Is expected from explicit breaking of translations

(2) Is expected with spontaneous + explicit breaking (cfr. Pions)

(3) Is expected from topological defects (e.g., vortices in superfluids)

Our Goldstone relaxation is different! 

No defects around!



A simple way to see that it is different

A different beast



A universal prediction from holography

Simple words: the Goldstone relaxation is not an 

independent parameter! It is slaved to the pinning 

frequency and properties of the spontaneous phase

(Goldstone diffusivity and speed of sound)

Pseudo-spontaneous 

limit (small EXB) Similar to the 

Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner 

(GMOR) relation

[but for dissipative physics]



Yes, it is really universal

[I am not aware of anyone mentioning 

this relation before it was found in

holographic models]



It has been later recognized also in QCD

Verified explicitly in holographic models



It does not depend on the symmetry which is broken

E.g.

In “superfluid” language



Derived later from EFT/hydro

Keldysh-Schwinger formalism : automatic ! 

Entropy production in hydrodynamics

“locality” in hydrodynamics

Entropy production in hydrodynamics



Finally, a(nother) proposal for our beloved strange metals

+

Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 

047001, (2023)

Slope independent

of momentum

relaxation rate

Electron irradiated

Optimally doped



What is next ?

Applied
Applied holography 

should be applied …

https://thegrumpyscientist.com

https://thegrumpyscientist.com/


Closing remarks

String theory does 

not give any

predictions

Holography is

not proven

You can get

whatever 

you want

Holography is certainly useful. 

Holography has greatly contributed to EFT/hydrodynamics (even when not needed).

Holography has generated a new perspective in many condensed-matter problems (and not only).

Holography has prompted efforts from field theory, hydrodynamics and even experiments.

Is a big prediction missing? Maybe, but it is only 25 years old … Just on time for thinking seriously about its future 

“Haters hate” Critics are to build,

not to destroy




